Microscopy A Very Short Introduction Very
Short I
Thank you entirely much for downloading microscopy a very short introduction very short i.Maybe you have
knowledge that, people have look numerous time for their favorite books in the manner of this microscopy a very
short introduction very short i, but end happening in harmful downloads.
Rather than enjoying a fine PDF in the manner of a cup of coffee in the afternoon, instead they juggled behind some
harmful virus inside their computer. microscopy a very short introduction very short i is easy to use in our digital
library an online entry to it is set as public for that reason you can download it instantly. Our digital library
saves in combined countries, allowing you to acquire the most less latency period to download any of our books
with this one. Merely said, the microscopy a very short introduction very short i is universally compatible
considering any devices to read.
Human Evolution: A Very Short Introduction Bernard Wood 2005-11-03 This introduction traces the history of
paleoanthropology from its beginnings in the 18th century to the latest fossil finds. It concentrates on the fossil
evidence for human evolution, making reference to the relevant archaeological evidence when appropriate.
An Introduction to Microscopy by Means of Light, Electrons, X-Rays, or Ultrasound Eugene Rochow
2012-12-16 Many people look upon a microscope as a mere instrument(l); to them microscopy is instrumentation.
Other people consider a microscope to be simply an aid to the eye; to them microscopy is primarily an expan sion of
macroscopy. In actuality, microscopy is both objective and sub jective; it is seeing through an instrument by means
of the eye, and more importantly, the brain. The function of the brain is to interpret the eye's image in terms of the
object's structure. Thought and experience are required to distinguish structure from artifact. It is said that
Galileo (1564-1642) had his associates first look through his telescope microscope at very familiar objects to
convince them that the image was a true representation of the object. Then he would have them proceed to hitherto
unknown worlds too far or too small to be seen with the un aided eye. Since Galileo's time, light microscopes have
been improved so much that performance is now very close to theoretical limits. Electron microscopes have been
developed in the last four decades to exhibit thousands of times the resolving power of the light microscope.
Through the news media everyone is made aware of the marvelous microscopical accomplishments in imagery.
However, little or no hint is given as to what parts of the image are derived from the specimen itself and what
parts are from the instrumentation, to say nothing of the changes made during preparation of the specimen.
The Cell: A Very Short Introduction Terence Allen 2011-09-29 All living things on Earth are composed of cells.
A cell is the simplest unit of a self-contained living organism, and the vast majority of life on Earth consists of
single-celled microbes, mostly bacteria. These consist of a simple 'prokaryotic' cell, with no nucleus. The bodies of
more complex plants and animals consist of billions of 'eukaryotic' cells, of varying kinds, adapted to fill
different roles - red blood cells, muscle cells, branched neurons. Each cell is an astonishingly complex chemical
factory, the activities of which we have only begun to unravel in the past fifty years or so through modern
techniques of microscopy, biochemistry, and molecular biology. In this Very Short Introduction, Terence Allen and
Graham Cowling describe the nature of cells - their basic structure, their varying forms, their division, their
differentiation from initially highly flexible stem cells, their signalling, and programmed death. Cells are the basic
constituent of life, and understanding cells and how they work is central to all biology and medicine. ABOUT THE
SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost
every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert
authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics
highly readable.
The World of the Microscope Chris Oxlade 2008-01-01 Shows how to get the best from various types of
microscopes, and suggests projects which reveal the detail of everyday objects.
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Light: A Very Short Introduction Ian A. Walmsley 2015-09-24 Light enables us to see the world around us. Our
sense of sight provides us with direct information about space and time, the physical arrangement of the world, and
how it changes. This almost universal shared sensation of vision has led to a fascination with the nature and
properties of light across the ages. But the light we see is just a small part of the whole spectrum of
electromagnetic radiation, ranging from radio waves to gamma rays. In this Very Short Introduction Ian
Walmsley discusses early attempts to explain light, and the development of apparently opposing particulate and
wave theories by scientists such as Isaac Newton and Christiaan Huygens. He shows how light was recognized as
an electromagnetic wave in the 19th century, and the development of the quantum mechanics view of waveparticle duality in the 20th century. He also describes the many applications of light, domestic and scientific, such
as microwaves, DVDs, and lasers. We now use the whole range of electromagnetic radiation to peer both into the
human body and deep into space. Turning to the future of optics, Walmsley concludes by looking at some of the
most exciting new developments using quantum light sources in communications and computing. ABOUT THE SERIES:
The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every
subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert
authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics
highly readable.
Fluorescence Microscopy Ulrich Kubitscheck 2017-03-27 While there are many publications on the topic written
by experts for experts, this text is specifically designed to allow advanced students and researchers with no
background in physics to comprehend novel fluorescence microscopy techniques. This second edition features new
chapters and a subsequent focus on super-resolution and single-molecule microscopy as well as an expanded
introduction. Each chapter is written by a renowned expert in the field, and has been thoroughly revised to reflect
the developments in recent years.
Introduction to Light Microscopy Dee Lawlor 2019-05-31 This book offers a beginner’s guide to using light
microscopes. It begins with a brief introduction to the physics of optics, which will give the reader a basic grasp of
the behaviors of light. In turn, each part of the microscope is explained using clear and simple English, together
withdetailed photographs and diagrams. The reader will learn the function, care and correct use of each part. A
troubleshooting section also helps resolve some of the most common issues encountered in light microscopy. Most
people have a general idea of how to use a microscope, but many never get the full benefit, because they receive no
training. With easy-to-follow steps and detailed images, this guide will help everyone achieve the best results, and
be confident using their microscope. This book is intended for anyone using a light microscope, such as university
students, people in lab environments, hobbyists, educators who teach science to young children, and anyone with a
general interest in these valuable tools.

INTORDUCTION TO LIGHT MICROSCO S. BRADBURY 1998-06-02 This book provides detailed and fully
illustrated advice on choosing and using the appropriate type of light microscope for a particular application.
The low-power stereomicroscope is described, and the many different types of condensers, objectives and eyepieces
required for the high-power compound microscope are explained in detail. The book also describes the correct care
and use of the microscope in order to achieve the best possible image, and provides a checklist to aid in the diagnosis
and correction of problems. Practical step-by-step guidance ensures that the reader always obtains a clear image,
Introduction to Light Microscopy is therefore an essential guide for amateur and professional users of the light
microscope in all areas of science.
Microscopy Terence Allen 2015 Using light, electrons, or X-rays, microscopes today form a vital tool not only
in biology but in many other disciplines, including materials science and nanotechnology. In this Very Short
Introduction Terence Allen describes the scientific principles behind the main forms of microscopy, and the exciting
new developments in the field. Beginning with a brief history of microscopy, Allen surveys the diverse and powerful
forms of miscroscopes available today, illustrating how microscopy impinges on almost every aspect of our daily
lives.

Biochemistry: A Very Short Introduction Mark Lorch 2021-05-27 Very Short Introductions: Brilliant, Sharp,
Inspiring From the simplest bacteria to humans, all living things are composed of cells of one type or another, all
of which have fundamentally the same chemistry. This chemistry must provide mechanisms that allow cells to
interact with the external world, a means to power the cell, machinery to carry out varied processes within the
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cell, a structure within which everything runs, and also governance through a web of interlocking chemical
reactions. Biochemistry is the study of those reactions, the molecules that are created, manipulated, and
destroyed as a result of them, and the massive macromolecules (such as DNA, cytoskeletons, proteins and
carbohydrates) that form the chemical machinery and structures on which these biochemical reactions take place.
It didn't take long for an understanding of the chemistry of life to turn into a desire to manipulate it. Drugs and
therapies all aim to modify biochemical processes for good or ill: Penicillin, derived from mould, stops bacteria
making their cell walls. Aspirin, with its origins in willow bark, inhibits enzymes involved in inflammatory responses.
A few nanograms of botulinum toxin (botox), can kill by preventing the release of neurotransmitters from the ends
of nerves and so leads to paralysis and death, or give a wrinkle free forehead (if administered in very tiny
quantities).This Very Short Introduction discusses the key concepts of biochemistry, as well as the historical
figures in the field and the molecules they studied, before considering the current science and innovations in the field,
and the interaction between biochemistry, biotechnology, and synthetic biology. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very
Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area.
These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine
facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.

Soft Matter: a Very Short Introduction Tom McLeish 2020-10-14 Tom McLeish delves into the growing field of
soft matter - the study of materials such as polymers, colloids, liquid crystals, and foams. Looking beneath their
appearance to their inner structure, he discusses their shared physical properties, the principle of Brownian Motion
that underlies all soft matter, and the applications of these materials.
The Journal of Microscopy and Natural Science 1887

Choice Richard K. Gardner 1976
Viruses: A Very Short Introduction Dorothy H. Crawford 2011-07-28 Viruses are big news. From pandemics such
as HIV, swine flu, and SARS, we are constantly being bombarded with information about new lethal infections. In
this Very Short Introduction Dorothy Crawford demonstrates how clever these entities really are. From their
discovery and the unravelling of their intricate structures, Crawford demonstrates how these tiny parasites are
by far the most abundant life forms on the planet. With up to two billion of them in each litre of sea water,
viruses play a vital role in controlling the marine environment and are essential to the ocean's delicate ecosystem.
Analyzing the threat of emerging virus infections, Crawford recounts stories of renowned killer viruses such as
Ebola and rabies as well as the less known bat-borne Nipah and Hendra viruses. Pinpointing wild animals as the
source of the most recent pandemics, she discusses the reasons behind the present increase in potentially fatal
infections, as well as evidence suggesting that long term viruses can eventually lead to cancer. By examining our
lifestyle in the 21st century, Crawford looks to the future to ask whether we can ever live in harmony with
viruses, and considers the ways in which we may need to adapt to prevent emerging viruses with devastating
consequences. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains
hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new
subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
Biological Specimen Preparation for Transmission Electron Microscopy Audrey M. Glauert 2014-07-14 This book
contains all the necessary information and advice for anyone wishing to obtain electron micrographs showing the
most accurate ultrastructural detail in thin sections of any type of biological specimen. The guidelines for the
choice of preparative methods are based on an extensive survey of current laboratory practice. For the first time,
in a textbook of this kind, the molecular events occurring during fixation and embedding are analysed in detail. The
reasons for choosing particular specimen preparation methods are explained and guidance is given on how to modify
established techniques to suit individual requirements. All the practical methods advocated are clearly described,
with accompanying tables and the results obtainable are illustrated with many electron micrographs. Portland
Press Series: Practical Methods in Electron Microscopy, Volume 17, Audrey M. Glauert, Editor Originally
published in 1999. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make
available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These
editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and
hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly
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heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
Chemistry: A Very Short Introduction Peter Atkins 2015-02-26 Most people remember chemistry from their
schooldays as largely incomprehensible, a subject that was fact-rich but understanding-poor, smelly, and so far
removed from the real world of events and pleasures that there seemed little point, except for the most
introverted, in coming to terms with its grubby concepts, spells, recipes, and rules. Peter Atkins wants to change
all that. In this Very Short Introduction to Chemistry, he encourages us to look at chemistry anew, through a
chemist's eyes, in order to understand its central concepts and to see how it contributes not only towards our
material comfort, but also to human culture. Atkins shows how chemistry provides the infrastructure of our
world, through the chemical industry, the fuels of heating, power generation, and transport, as well as the
fabrics of our clothing and furnishings. By considering the remarkable achievements that chemistry has made, and
examining its place between both physics and biology, Atkins presents a fascinating, clear, and rigorous
exploration of the world of chemistry - its structure, core concepts, and exciting contributions to new cuttingedge technologies. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press
contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get
ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm
to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
Microbiology Nicholas P. Money 2014 Describes the expansions of microbiology; it's methods, from traditional
microscopy and laboratory culture to the latest genomic analysis. -Deep Learning for the Life Sciences Bharath Ramsundar 2019-04-10 Deep learning has already achieved remarkable
results in many fields. Now it’s making waves throughout the sciences broadly and the life sciences in particular.
This practical book teaches developers and scientists how to use deep learning for genomics, chemistry, biophysics,
microscopy, medical analysis, and other fields. Ideal for practicing developers and scientists ready to apply their
skills to scientific applications such as biology, genetics, and drug discovery, this book introduces several deep
network primitives. You’ll follow a case study on the problem of designing new therapeutics that ties together
physics, chemistry, biology, and medicine—an example that represents one of science’s greatest challenges. Learn the
basics of performing machine learning on molecular data Understand why deep learning is a powerful tool for
genetics and genomics Apply deep learning to understand biophysical systems Get a brief introduction to machine
learning with DeepChem Use deep learning to analyze microscopic images Analyze medical scans using deep learning
techniques Learn about variational autoencoders and generative adversarial networks Interpret what your model
is doing and how it’s working

Crystallography: A Very Short Introduction A. M. Glazer 2016-03-24 Crystals have fascinated us for
centuries with their beauty and symmetry, and have often been invested with magical powers. The use of X-ray
diffraction, first pioneered in 1912 by father and son William and Lawrence Bragg, enabled us to probe the
structure of molecules, and heralded the scientific study of crystals, leading to an understanding of their atomic
arrangements at a fundamental level. The new discipline, called X-ray crystallography, has subsequently evolved
into a formidable science that underpins many other scientific areas. Starting from the determination of the
structures of very simple crystals, such as that of common salt, today it has become almost routine to
determine the positions of tens of thousands of atoms in a crystal. In this Very Short Introduction Mike Glazer
shows how the discoveries in crystallography have been applied to the creation of new and important materials,
to drugs and pharmaceuticals and to our understanding of genetics, cell biology, proteins, and viruses. Tracing
the history of crystallography, he analyses astonishing developments in new sources of X-rays, as well as of
neutrons, and in electron microscopy, and considers the impact they have on the study of crystals today. ABOUT
THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our
expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging
topics highly readable.
The Scientific Revolution: A Very Short Introduction Lawrence M. Principe 2011-04-28 The sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries witnessed such fervent investigations of the natural world that the period has been called
the 'Scientific Revolution.' New ideas and discoveries not only redefined what human beings believed, knew, and could
do, but also forced them to redefine themselves with respect to the strange new worlds revealed by ships and
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scalpels, telescopes and microscopes, experimentation and contemplation. Driven by religious devotion, by
practical need, by the promise of fame and profit, or by the simple desire to know, a broad range of thinkers and
workers explored and reconceptualized the world around them. Explanatory systems were made, discarded, and
remade by some of the best-known names in the entire history of science - Copernicus, Galileo, Newton - and by many
others less recognized but no less important. In this Very Short Introduction Lawrence M. Principe explores the
exciting developments in the sciences of the stars (astronomy, astrology, and cosmology), the sciences of earth
(geography, geology, hydraulics, pneumatics), the sciences of matter and motion (alchemy, chemistry, kinematics,
physics), the sciences of life (medicine, anatomy, biology, zoology), and much more. The story is told from the
perspective of the historical characters themselves, emphasizing their background, context, reasoning, and
motivations, and dispelling well-worn myths about the history of science. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short
Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These
pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts,
analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
Physical Principles of Electron Microscopy Ray Egerton 2011-02-11 Scanning and stationary-beam electron
microscopes are indispensable tools for both research and routine evaluation in materials science, the
semiconductor industry, nanotechnology and the biological, forensic, and medical sciences. This book introduces
current theory and practice of electron microscopy, primarily for undergraduates who need to understand how the
principles of physics apply in an area of technology that has contributed greatly to our understanding of life
processes and "inner space." Physical Principles of Electron Microscopy will appeal to technologists who use
electron microscopes and to graduate students, university teachers and researchers who need a concise reference
on the basic principles of microscopy.

Introduction to Electron Microscopy Saul Wischnitzer 2013-10-22 Introduction to Electron Microscopy,
Second Edition provides an introduction to the foundations of electron microscopy; an outline of some practical
aspects of instrument operation; and discussion of the rationale of the methodology of biological specimen
preparation. The book seeks to provide a comprehensive understanding of the theoretical and operational aspects
of the electron microscope. This edition consists of two parts. Part One deals with the history, basic theory, and
operation of the electron microscope. Part Two discusses steps used in material preparation for electron
microscope investigation such as fixation, embedding, and staining techniques. Biomedical researchers, molecular
biologists, toxicologists, forensic investigators, and medical students will find this book a very useful reference.
The Journal of Microscopy and Natural Science Postal Microscopical Society 1887
Journal of Microscopy and Natural Science 1887
Fungi: A Very Short Introduction Nicholas P. Money 2016-01-28 The variety of the mycological world is far
greater than most people imagine. Tens of thousands of fungal species have been described and many more are known
only from the abundance of their genes in soil and water. Fungi are hugely important as agents of wood decay in
forests, and, as parasites, they have caused the deaths of millions of people by ravaging crops and reshaping
natural ecosystems. Fungi perform a variety of essential functions in ecosystems, and are important to both
agriculture and biotechnology. Their importance is now becoming better appreciated among scientists, though there
is much still to be understood concerning their taxonomy and evolution. This Very Short Introduction highlights
the variety and extraordinary natures of fungi, revealing the remarkable facts of fungal biology and the global
significance of these enchanting organisms. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford
University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect
way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
High-Resolution Extreme Ultraviolet Microscopy Michael Werner Z rch 2014-11-07 This thesis describes novel
approaches and implementation of high-resolution microscopy in the extreme ultraviolet light regime. Using coherent
ultrafast laser-generated short wavelength radiation for illuminating samples allows imaging beyond the
resolution of visible-light microscopes. Michael Z rch gives a comprehensive overview of the fundamentals and
techniques involved, starting from the laser-based frequency conversion scheme and its technical implementation as
well as general considerations of diffraction-based imaging at nanoscopic spatial resolution. Experiments on
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digital in-line holography and coherent diffraction imaging of artificial and biologic specimens are demonstrated and
discussed in this book. In the field of biologic imaging, a novel award-winning cell classification scheme and its first
experimental application for identifying breast cancer cells are introduced. Finally, this book presents a newly
developed technique of generating structured illumination by means of so-called optical vortex beams in the
extreme ultraviolet regime and proposes its general usability for super-resolution imaging.
Deep Under Cover Bobo's Little Brainiac Books 2016-07-06 You're used to looking at things as you see them
with your naked eyes but what if you can see the world at a microscopic scale? That's going to be quite an
experience, isn't it? This exciting educational resource will introduce your child to the world of microscopes.
Hopefully, this book will start the seeds of new learning brought about by curiosity. Read today!
Molecular Biology of the Cell Bruce Alberts 2004
Atomic Force Microscopy Peter Eaton 2010-03-25 Atomic force microscopes are very important tools for the
advancement of science and technology. This book provides an introduction to the microscopes so that scientists
and engineers can learn both how to use them, and what they can do.

Microscopy: A Very Short Introduction Terence Allen 2015-05-28 Microscopy is a dynamic area of science,
incorporating both basic classroom microscopes and sophisticated research style instruments that can be driven
by light, electrons, or X-rays. The rate of advance in the area over the last 50 years has led to a number of
technological advances. In this Very Short Introduction Terence Allen, an established expert on microscope
techniques, describes the scientific principles behind the main forms of microscopy, and the exciting new developments
in the field. Focusing on the main underlying principles, and introducing the power of what is achievable today using
microscopes, Allen demonstrates how microscopy impinges on almost every aspect of our daily lives; from medical
diagnosis to quality control in manufacture. Beginning with a brief history of the early stages of microscopy
development, Allen then concludes with a comprehensive account of the diverse spectrum of microscopy available
today. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds
of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and
challenging topics highly readable.
Minerals: A Very Short Introduction David Vaughan 2014-10-23 Minerals existed long before any forms of life,
playing a key role in the origin and evolution of life; an interaction with biological systems that we are only now
beginning to understand. Exploring the traditional strand of mineralogy, which emphasises the important mineral
families, the well-established analytical methods (optical microscopy and X-ray diffraction) and the dramatic
developments made in techniques over recent decades, David Vaughan also introduces the modern strand of
mineralogy, which explores the role minerals play in the plate tectonic cycle and how they interact with the living
world. Demonstrating how minerals can be critical for human health and illness by providing essential nutrients and
releasing poisons, Vaughan explores the multitude of ways in which minerals have aided our understanding of the
world. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds
of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and
challenging topics highly readable.
System and Measurements Yong Sang 2020-01-20 This book provides the basic concepts and fundamental
principles of dynamic systems including experimental methods, calibration, signal conditioning, data acquisition and
processing as well as the results presentation. How to select suitable sensors to measure is also introduced. It is
an essential reference to students, lecturers, professionals and any interested lay readers in measurement
technology.
Introduction to Optical Microscopy Jerome Mertz 2019-08 Presents a fully updated, self-contained textbook
covering the core theory and practice of both classical and modern optical microscopy techniques.
Handbook of Biomedical Nonlinear Optical Microscopy Barry R. Masters 2008-05-19 The Handbook of Biomedical
Nonlinear Optical Microscopy provides comprehensive treatment of the theories, techniques, and biomedical
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applications of nonlinear optics and microscopy for cell biologists, life scientists, biomedical engineers, and
clinicians. The chapters are separated into basic and advanced sections, and provide both textual and graphical
illustrations of all key concepts. The more basic sections are aimed at life scientists without advanced training in
physics and mathematics, and tutorials are provided for the more challenging sections. The first part of the
Handbook introduces the historical context of nonlinear microscopy. The second part presents the nonlinear
optical theory of two- and multiphoton excited fluorescence (TPE, MPE) spectroscopy, second and third harmonic
generation (SHG, THG) spectroscopy, and coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS). The third part
introduces modern microscopic and spectroscopic instrumentation and techniques that are based on nonlinear
optics. The fourth part provides key applications of nonlinear microscopy to the biomedical area: neurobiology,
immunology, tumor biology, developmental biology, dermatology, and cellular metabolism. There are also
chapters on nonlinear molecular probes, cellular damage, and nanoprocessing.
Chemistry: A Very Short Introduction Peter Atkins 2015-02-26 Most people remember chemistry from their
schooldays as largely incomprehensible, a subject that was fact-rich but understanding-poor, smelly, and so far
removed from the real world of events and pleasures that there seemed little point, except for the most
introverted, in coming to terms with its grubby concepts, spells, recipes, and rules. Peter Atkins wants to change
all that. In this Very Short Introduction to Chemistry, he encourages us to look at chemistry anew, through a
chemist's eyes, in order to understand its central concepts and to see how it contributes not only towards our
material comfort, but also to human culture. Atkins shows how chemistry provides the infrastructure of our
world, through the chemical industry, the fuels of heating, power generation, and transport, as well as the
fabrics of our clothing and furnishings. By considering the remarkable achievements that chemistry has made, and
examining its place between both physics and biology, Atkins presents a fascinating, clear, and rigorous
exploration of the world of chemistry - its structure, core concepts, and exciting contributions to new cuttingedge technologies. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press
contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get
ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm
to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
Materials: A Very Short Introduction Christopher Hall 2014-10-23 The study of materials is a major field of
research that supports and drives innovation in technology. Using modern scientific techniques, materials
scientists and engineers explore and manipulate materials, and create new ones with remarkable strength and
extraordinary optical and electrical properties. In this Very Short Introduction, Christopher Hall looks at a
wide range of materials, from steel, wood, and rubber, to gold, silicon, and graphene, describing how materials are
used, how their properties arise from their internal structure, and how useful and novel things are made from them.
He concludes by looking at how the global scale of materials consumption now threatens the goal of
sustainability. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains
hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new
subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging topics highly readable.

A Beginners' Guide to Scanning Electron Microscopy Anwar Ul-Hamid 2018-10-26 This book was developed with
the goal of providing an easily understood text for those users of the scanning electron microscope (SEM) who
have little or no background in the area. The SEM is routinely used to study the surface structure and chemistry
of a wide range of biological and synthetic materials at the micrometer to nanometer scale. Ease-of-use, typically
facile sample preparation, and straightforward image interpretation, combined with high resolution, high depth of
field, and the ability to undertake microchemical and crystallographic analysis, has made scanning electron
microscopy one of the most powerful and versatile techniques for characterization today. Indeed, the SEM is a
vital tool for the characterization of nanostructured materials and the development of nanotechnology.
However, its wide use by professionals with diverse technical backgrounds—including life science, materials
science, engineering, forensics, mineralogy, etc., and in various sectors of government, industry, and
academia—emphasizes the need for an introductory text providing the basics of effective SEM imaging.A Beginners’
Guide to Scanning Electron Microscopy explains instrumentation, operation, image interpretation and sample
preparation in a wide ranging yet succinct and practical text, treating the essential theory of specimen-beam
interaction and image formation in a manner that can be effortlessly comprehended by the novice SEM user. This book
provides a concise and accessible introduction to the essentials of SEM includes a large number of illustrations
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specifically chosen to aid readers' understanding of key concepts highlights recent advances in instrumentation,
imaging and sample preparation techniques offers examples drawn from a variety of applications that appeal to
professionals from diverse backgrounds.
The Hidden Beauty of the Microscopic World James Weiss 2021-06-08 The videographer behind the Journey to the
Microcosmos YouTube channel (386K subscribers) James Weiss presents a beginner's guide to the extremely small
and utterly strange life that surrounds us. James Weiss was feeling lost in life when he first discovered his interest
in the microscopic world. With his own microscope and a little homespun ingenuity, he began to capture thousands
of hours of stunning footage of the creatures that he found around him: the local pond, at the beach, in a puddle.
What he found astounded him, and it became his mission to reveal the beauty of the microcosmos to everyone. In his
fun and accessible style, interspersed with otherworldly photographs, James presents this beginner's guide to the
invisible life that surrounds us. From the most simple single-celled life, to complex micro-animals, James reveals the
secrets of a world that we rarely consider. Navigating the births, feasts, tragedies, idiosyncracies and deaths of
a cast of tiny characters, learn how these lifeforms work and what lessons they can teach us about our own
existence. Mixing scientific detail with thoughtful musings that betray the fascination at the heart of his topic,
James has created a way of looking at microorganisms in an empathetic and engaging style. You'll discover
fascinating absurdities: that a cell can be both its own daughter and its own mother. That immortality really
does exist, and it comes in the form of a teeny, tentacled medusa. And that seeing the wonder of nature from a new
perspective can literally save your life.
The Journal of Microscopy and Natural Science: the Journal of the Postal Microscopical Society 1887
Forensic Science: a Very Short Introduction Jim Fraser 2020-02-27 Forensic science is a subject of wide
fascination. What happens at a crime scene? How does DNA profiling work? How can it help solve crimes that
happened 20 years ago? In forensic science, a criminal case can often hinge on a piece of evidence such as a hair, a
blood trace, half a footprint, or a tyre mark. Complex scientific findings must be considered carefully and
dispassionately, and communicated with clarity, simplicity, and precision. High profile cases such as the Stephen
Lawrence enquiry and the Madeleine McCann case have attracted enormous media attention and enhanced general
interest in this area in recent years. In this Very Short Introduction, Jim Fraser introduces the concept of forensic
science and explains how it is used in the investigation of crime. He begins at the crime scene itself, explaining the
principles and processes of crime scene management, and drawing on his own personal experience of high profile cases
including, the murder of Rachel Nickell and the unsolved murder of Jill Dando. Fraser explores how forensic
scientists work; from the reconstruction of events to laboratory examinations. He considers the techniques they
use, such as fingerprinting, and goes on to highlight the immense impact DNA profiling has had. Providing examples
from forensic science cases in the UK, US, and other countries, he considers the techniques and challenges faced
around the world. This new edition has been fully updated to take into account developments in areas such as DNA
analysis and drug analysis, and the growing field of digital forensics. Topical areas explored include the growing
significance of cognitive bias in forensic science, and recent research that raises doubts about the validity of some
forensic techniques. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press
contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get
ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm
to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
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